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Fundamentals for the
Flexible Workplace

Variability. Compatibility. 
Value. Nowhere are these 
elements as essential as in 
the workplace. 

XXI Notes offers desk
components that flex from 
individual work activities to
team settings. Workstations
have integrated power and
technology... Provide supportive
ergonomics for task-intensive
environments... And are totally
modular for innovative 
clustering—to meet specific
needs.

XXI Notes understands the 
fundamentals of sound design.

TABLE-
B A S E

S Y S T E M
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XXI Notes - A freestanding workstation designed to work with panels from the Classic XXI
System. This is our enhanced ADP line. It now comes with a variety of ergonomic shapes and
sizes that fit together to create individualized work environments. A flexible fit... A fresh
appearance... And a footprint that works... XXI Notes!
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With its compact footprint and competitive pricing, XXI Notes is a workable solution for large
and small project requirements. Preserve floor space and enhance layout options with this modular
table-based system. Overhead and pedestal storage, paper management accessories, and
pull-out keyboards transform even the smallest workstations into turnkey office spaces.
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XXI Notes’ modular concept allows work environments that support the activities of the team,
while responding to the needs of individuals. Curvilinear worksurfaces can provide private space,
as well as areas for team dialogue. Freestanding table-desks bring power to the desktop, and
accommodate versatile placement of mobile, under-counter storage units.
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Components such as peninsulas, stand-alone desks, round conference ends and transitional
surfaces add up to unlimited configurations. A wide array of fabrics, laminates and trim colors 
lets you create a distinctive space while unifying all elements into a cohesive work environment.
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XXI Notes offers flexible storage and multiple screen options. This substantial table-based
product—with wrappable privacy panels—also works for community needs. Mobile tables glide
together for meetings, then roll back to user workstations. You’ll find this adaptable system will
readily support the complexities of today’s work processes.
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Privacy screens attach to
tables and overheads to 
contain noise and provide
seclusion.

Desk components, including
privacy screens and
overheads, allow the work-
surface to be positioned
flush with walls or panels.

Adjustable security kits
discourage the removal of
internal circuit cards and
the CPU.

A strong, flexible CPU
sling allows the unit to be 
positioned anywhere on
the underside of the work-
surface.

Adjustable dual-height
worksurfaces allow front
and back surfaces to be
raised or lowered 
independently.

A manually adjustable
sliding/tilting keyboard
pad adapts the keyboard
position to the preference
of the user.

The electrically-adjustable
worksurfaces are available
in six styles. The user has
finger-tip height control. 

A CPU holder can be
mounted to the outside of
the manual worksurface,
keeping disk drives within
reach while creating
more task space.

Locking overhead
compartments with flush-
mounted flipper doors
offer secure, space-
efficient storage.

Unobtrusive task lights
may be flush-mounted
under the overhead units.

A multi-height tool rail
locates paper management
accessories at the fingertips.

A variety of paper manage-
ment accessories enhance
efficiency while maximizing
space.
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Mobile semi-circular
tables are easily moved
from team meetings back
to individual work 
surfaces.

The inviting shape and
immediate mobility of the
teardrop table lends flair 
and flexibility to the work 
environment.

Task lighting wires are 
concealed in XXI Notes
interior structure, creating
an orderly, uncluttered
surface.

Wire management channels
at the back of the work-
surface contain wires and
cables.

The Level 3 power package
incorporates the features of
Level 2 and also has a
power/data module with a
108" cord.

Level 4 power encom-
passes the components of
Level 2, adding a rigid
eight-wire wireway, and
18" eight-wire surface-to-
surface connector. Power
receptacles and infeeds
are also available.

The Level 5 power package
offers the components
found in Level 4, with the
addition of a power/data
module with 24" cord.

Cabinets are quickly and
easily leveled with adjustable
glides. Support legs incor-
porate wire management
channels to route cabling
safely to the floor.

Articulating keyboards allow
users to adjust the tilt and
height of the keyboard. Trays
glide under the worksurface
when not in use. The sliding
mousepad may be placed
on either side of the key-
board to accommodate
right-or left-handed users.

Keyboard drawers feature
a non-skid surface.
Optional wrist supports
provide proper ergonomics
for work-intense 
applications.

Level 1 power/data
modules attach to the
underside of worksurfaces
to provide easy access to
electrical and telecommu-
nications outlets.

Level 2 power components
are available with a data
door with steel divider for
power and data cable
separation; a surface-to-
surface wireway; a splice
plate; and vertical wireways.
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